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THE KERVAIRE INVARIANT, PRODUCTS AND POINCAR6 
TRANSVERSALITY 
WILLIAM BROWDER? 
(Recciwd 1 November 197 I ) 
TRANSVERSALITY plays a central role in the study of smooth, PL and topological manifolds, 
in enabling one to translate manifold problems into homotopy problems and vice versa. 
The analogous object in the homotopy category to a manifold is a Poincart space, i.e. a 
space satisfying Poincare duality. Differential topology has had great success in studying 
the problem of classifying smooth (or PL or topological) manifold structures on a given 
Poincare space. It is important from this point of view to study the analogues of the proper- 
ties of smooth manifolds for Poincart spaces. 
Some of the theory carries over nicely, such as the existence of stable embeddings in the 
sphere (the Spivak normal fibre space). However, transversality fails for spherical fibre 
spaces, as the following well known argument shows: 
If there were a good transversality theorem, then the bordism group of oriented 
Poincare spaces, R,’ would be isomorphic to the homotopy group n,+,(T(C)), k large, 
where ~5 is the universal oriented (k - 1) spherical fibre space over B,, T(G) its Thorn 
complex. But ni+,(Bc) g xi’, the stable homotopy of spheres which is finite for all i, so 
Hi(Bc) z Hi+,(T(iiT)) is finite for all i, and hence ni(T(G)) is finite for all i. But flJnP is 
infinite since the index defines a homomorphism I: R4,P -+ h which is onto (for I(@Pzq) = 1). 
Hence transversality cannot hold. 
The systematic study of transversality in the category of Poincart spaces by an 
obstruction theory was developed by Levitt [ll], Jones [9] and later by Quinn [12]. 
In this paper we demonstrate the failure of transversality by using the machinery 
developed in Browder [4] for the study of the Kervaire invariant. This gives a homotopy 
theoretic criterion in certain cases for elements in n,(T(4)) to be transversal in the Poincart 
sense. It turns out that for a spherical fibre space 5 over B, unoriented with nlB = Z2, 
(or oriented with n,B = I), x E n2q+l+k(T(tk)) (or x E ~~~+s+~(T(t~))) is transversal if and 
only if a certain first order functional cohomology operation vanishes on it. 
As corollaries we obtain the results of Browder and Brumfiel [6] that the Kervaire 
manifold of any dimension bounds in the Poincare sense, and its consequences for the 
Levitt exact sequence. 
t This work was partially supported by an NSF grant. 
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In [-I] we introduced the notion of the LVu(q + 1) fibre space theory ~(c,,,) associated 
to a given spherical fibre space theory 7. It is the universal theory mapping into 7 in which 
the Wu class cq+r = 0, and its classifying space B(cq,, ) is obtained from the classifying 
space B for 7 by killing cq+ 1 by mapping B into K(Z,, q + I). It follows easily that the classi- 
fying map for the Spivak normal fibre space of a Poincare space X of dimension 2q + 1 (or 
in fact for a weaker structure on a H,-Poincarl space), lifts to w(t’,+,), for w the theory 
of (k - I) spherical fibrations, k large (see $1). We shall find an element in ~~~+r+~(T(o)) 
whichdoesnotcome from rrZq+l+k(T(~(~~q+l )) and hence this element cannot be represented 
by a transversal map. This we prove by finding an element in the relative group 
*z,+l+k(T(w)lT(w(~,+, ))) whose boundary is zero in r1,,+~(2-(w(t:,+r))). 
The element we study is the element coming from the generator of rrZq+ 1+k(Ck+1K(z2 ,q)) 
under the map Ctf’K(E1, q) + T(o)/T(w(u,+,)) where K(Z,, q) 4 BG(vqfl) is the 
inclusion of the fibre. In [4] it was shown that this element is represented in smooth 
Wu(q + 1) cobordism by a choice of Wu(q + I) orientation q on Sq x Sq. We show in $3 
that this element is non-zero in the rr2q+,+L(T(~)/T(~(t’q+,))) by direct homotopy argu- 
ments using results of Browder [4]. In $2 we develop the theoryt y(q) which is defined by 
killing all Wu classes ci, i > q. If the theory of y has Whitney sums, then there are products 
y(q) x y(m) + y(q + m) and we give a formula for the Kervaire invariant of a product of 
Poincare spaces when one factor has no characteristic classes, similar to Sullivan’s formula 
for the Kervaire invariant of a map. We use this in $2 to represent (Sq x Sq, q) also as a 
product (S’ x Sr, ?j) x P2q-*, or as (St x S’, q) x @P’” if q = 2nz 4- I. 
In $4 we show that (S’ x S’, q) represents zero in the group n,+,(T(w( I))). It follows 
from the product representation above that (Sq x Sq, q) represents zero in n,,+,(T(o(q))) 
(or n2q+k (T(G(q))), iij the oriented theory when q is odd). Hence (Sq x Sq, q) is represented 
by a non-zero element in nzq+,+~(T(w)/T(w(cq+l))) by results of $3, but represents zero 
in r~~~+~(T(~(t’~+r))). This element of n2q+, +JT(o)/T(o(r,+,))) therefore comes from a 
non-transversal element of nZq+, +JT(w)) by exactness. Actually we show this element is 
not even represented by a Poincart space with Ht coefficients. 
in $5 we apply the obstruction theory to PoincarC transversality of [ll], [91, 1121 
together with our results to show the image in nzq+l+k(T(w)/T(o(cq+l)) is the ob- 
struction to transversality for fibre spaces 5 over B with n,B = 0 or unorientable < over B 
with rr,B = H2. From [4] we know that T(w)/T(o(v,+,)) is a two-stage Postnikov system 
in these dimensions and it follows that this obstruction is then given by a 1st order func- 
tional cohomology operation defined on the .Q’~ algebra generated by c,+, of the fibre space, 
so that if r,+,(c) = 0, then any element in rrZq+l+k (T(rk)) is transversal, i.e. represented by a 
Poincart space. 
#l. THE WU(y+ I) SPECTRA 
Let B be a classifying space for a theory of (k - 1) spherical fibre spaces. For example 
B = &k, 1 &op(kj 9 BpL(kj 7 B,(,, (or the oriented versions), where Bock) (resp. BTopckj, BpLtkjj 
t This theory has independently been studied by E. H. Brown (unpublished). 
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classifies linear (resp. topological. PL) Sk-’ bundles, and B,,,, classifies fibre spaces whose 
fibre is homotopy equivalent to Sk-‘. Then we have maps B,,,, + BpLCk, --t BTop,k) -+ BG(k) 
which classify each universal bundle with respect to the weaker theories. If Mm is a compact 
smooth (resp. PL. topological) manifold, then 121” may be embedded in Smck for X- sufficiently 
large with a linear (resp. PL. topological) normal bundle vk which is classified by 
CM: M 4 &(k, (resP. B,,(,, 7 %-d If x m is an oriented Poincare space (i.e. there is 
[X] E H,(X) such that [X] n: H“(X) + H,_, (X) is an isomorphism for all q) there is a 
(k - 1) spherical fibre space <’ over X called the Spicok normal jibre space of X (see 
Browder [2]) such that there is a r E rr ,+,(T(t)) with /z(r) n U, = [Xl, h the Hurewicz 
homomorphism, U< E HL(7’({)) the Thorn class of c, 7(r) = X un c(&(g)), where 
rr: E,,(t) -+ X is the projection of the fibre space <. We let cx: X --+ B,(,, be the classifying 
map for c. If X has the stronger structure of a smooth manifold then we have a commutative 
diagram (up to homotopy) (if X is homotopy equivalent to a smooth M’“). A similar state- 
ment holds for Mm a PL or topological manifold. 
If X satisfies Poincare duality with Z, coefftcients (” X is a PoincarC space over Zz “), 
thenwe may define the Wzrcfnss k’(X) = 1 + r,(X) + l’z(X) -t . ..EH*(X. B,)bytheformula 
(Sq’x)[X] = (x, Vj(X)), (1.1) 
where (x, v) = (x u v>[X]. Since the pairing ( , ) is non-singular for Poincarl spaces, this 
defines the Wu class uniquely. 
Let X be an nl-dimensional Poincart space over Bt and suppose tk is a fibre space over 
X with fibre F such that H,(F; Z,) z H,(Sk-‘, Z,). Suppose further that there is a 
u E rr,,,+JT(c)) such that /Z(U) n U = [X] E H,(X; ZJ then we shall say “5 is a .Z, normal 
fibre space for X”. The most general conditions for the existence of such a 5 are unknown. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let X be an m-dimensional Poincark space ocer H, , tk a Z, normal Jibre 
space for X. Then V(X) u U = Sq-‘U, rrhere U E Hk(T(rk) ; Z,) is the Thorn class. 
We refer to Browder [3, (III.3.6)] for the proof. 
Thus for y the universal spherical fibre space over B, we may define the universal Wu 
class 
v = 1 + L’r + 02 + . ‘, l’i E H’(B; ZJ 
by the formula 
vviJ=sq-‘u. 
If c: X -+ B is the classifying map for a Z,--normal fibre space for X a Poincare space over 
H, , then c*(V) = V(X), by (1.2). 
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(V u U) @ (V u U) = (V @ V) u (U @ U). Hence IL* k~ = v @ li. (Here J is the induced 
map of Thorn complexes, and we have denoted by U the Thorn classes in the fibre spaces 
over B,, B, and I$+[, and similarly with the Wu classes k’.) 
THEOREM 2.2. There is a pairing p’ and a commutative diagram: 
B,(q) x B,(m) 2 4+ Lq + m> 
I Pq x Pm PP - “1 . 
lrhich induces a pairing of jibre spaces and of Thorn complexes and a commutatice diagram : 
Tbk<q)) A T(yYn7)) -5 Wk+‘<q +m>) 
ii’ 
T(Yk) A w - T(yk +I). 
First we note that (p, x p,,,)*p*(uj) = 0 for j > q + m. For p*Ej = ~n=*+j Go @ L+~, and 
if a + b > q -+- m, either a > q or b > m, SO that ps*(cJ = 0 if a > q and P,,,*(L.*) = 0 if b > m. 
Hence gk+ x PJ - *, so that p(p4 x p,) lifts to 11’. Then 11’ induces ,G’ to obtain the 
second diagram. 
Now note that we have a map p : B(q) -+ B(L’~+~), and we may choose all our maps 
compatibly with the natural maps 
B, -+ B,, -+ Brop -+ Bc 
etc. 
Let X be a Poincare space over Z, of dimension m = 2q, and let tk be a spherical fibre 
space over X which is a Z,-normal fibre space. Then, as in (1.4) 5” has a classifying map 
c: X 4 B(IJ,+~) and a fibre space map C: r -+ y(~~+r), called in [4] a Wu(q + 1) orientation. 
Choose such a fibre space map, a Wu(q + 1) orientation. Then in [4] it is shown how to 
define a quadratic form 
II/: (ker c*), -+ Zz 
with Ii/(x + v) + $6) + $(Y> = (x, Y), c, : N&X; &I -+ H,WU,+~) ; G>. 
If the bilinear form ( , ) is non-singular on (ker c,),, as will be the case if (ker c& = 
H&X; B2), then the Arf incariant c($) of I/ may be defined, and we call it the Keruaire 
incariant of X with its Wu(q + 1) orientation, c(4) = k(X, ?), [4, $31. 
Let X, Y be connected Poincare spaces over Z, of dimension 2q and 2m respectively, 
and suppose tk, ‘I’ are spherical fibre spaces which are Z? normal spaces for X, Y. Suppose 
further Z: 5 + y(q), a: v~ + y( m ) are orientations for <, 17 in the theories over B(q), B(m) 
Then ,u’ (Z x a): 5 x r] -+ y(q + m) orients 5 x q in this theory, so that the composite 
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<XV 
(E x Tl) B 
- ‘i(4) x eJ> - ‘/(q + fJJ) ---f--+ Al. > q-rm+l 
is a Wu(q + m + 1) orientation for X x Y (call it Z;). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X, Y etc. be as abol.e, and suppose that ker c, = H,(X; Z,). Then 
k(X x Y, 2) = k(X, T)x( Y), where x(Y) is the Euler characteristic of Y. 
Prooj: Since H,(X; Z,) = ker c, it follows that 
e& 0 Y) = (PP’(C x O,b 0 y) = bw’Mc,W 0 &(yN = 0, 
so H,(X; ZJ 0 H,(Y: ZJ = ker e, and k(X x Y, 2) is defined. 
The proof now follows exactly the proof of Browder [3, (III.5.7)]. 
Remarks. This theorem is of course quite special and is sufficient for our purposes. 
However, one should eventually analyze the situation further in the context of Browder 
[5] or Brown [S]. In the context of [5] we have the following problem: 
(I) Give conditions on (X, Z), (Y, 2) so that k(X x Y, 2) is defined, and give a formula 
for its value. This involves calculating the invariants of Browder [5] for such products. 
In the context of Brown [8], in terms of his invariant K(X, ?) E Z,, which is always 
defined we have the problem: 
(2) Give a formula for K(X x Y, C). 
Recall that in Browder [4, $51 we constructed a Wu(q + 1) orientation q on Sq x Sq 
such that /c(Sq x Sq, q) = 1. On S’ x S’ this came from the non-trivial framing which 
generates n,+,(Sk) in framed cobordism. 
In [5] we showed that 
4(P2q, B) # 0 in 91;, (u4+,>, (2.4) 
for any Wu(q + 1) orientation p on P2q, where ‘%i, (v,+, ) is the cobordism group of smooth 
Wu(q + 1) oriented manifolds. 
From Browder [4, $5 and $61 it then follows that 
4%, &+J = z2 (2.5) 
with generator (Sq x Sq,4) so that (Sq x Sq, 4) = 4(P2q, p) in !JJ$ (L’~+~). 
Note that this follows from [4 (6.211 by using transversality, so that this argument would 
work also for PL and Top for q f 2, but not for G, (as would the proof of (2.6) below). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Orient (9 x Sq, ?) in the Wu(q) theory and let M*” be Wu(m> 
oriented. Then (9 x Sq, ?j) x Mzm in Wu(q + m) theory is Wu(q + m + 1) cobordant 
to %(M)(Sq+m x Sq+m, q), where M 2m is any smooth manijbld. 
Proof. By (2.9, (Sq x 9, ?j) - 4(P2q, p) so that (Sq x Sq,q) x M - 4(P*‘,P) x M 
M E 4 91’ 2(q+mJ <q + m>. Hence, by (2.9, (Sq x Sq, ?j) x M - E(S~+~ x Sq+m, 4) in 
,%(q+m) (uq+m+l ) where E = 0 or 1 (where - denotes “cobordant to”). Since 
k(S q+m x s q+m, q) = 1 we get that E = k((Sq x Sq, 4) x M). Since(ker q,J = H,(Sq x Sq;Z2) 
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by Browder [4, (5.1)]. we may apply (2.3) to get k((.Sq x 9, ii) x AI) = k(Sq x S4, q)%(M) 
= x(M). 
53. THE ANOlL4LOUS ELEhIENTS 
Let us consider the element cz represented by (Sq x Sq, 4) in ‘@!, (L.~+~), and recall that 
by Thorn’s Transversality Theorem for linear bundles my (L.~+,) E Xj+k(T(j)(t’q+l))), 
(where k = fibre dimension of 7 > j, 7 the universal linear bundle over B,(,,). Let E be the 
image of c1 in nzqik(T(Y(~‘,+,))). Since Sq x Sq is null cobordant in 91:,, E*(E) = 0 in 
n,,+,(T(y)), so that 5 = W?), In E n2q+k+,(T(~), T(Y(~.,+,))). Let B,(,, be a theory of (k - 1) 
spherical fibre spaces with Whitney sums, let o be the universal spherical fibre space over 
B,(,, and suppose we have natural maps of the linear theory g: 7 -+ w covering g: B, -t B,, 
with 8: T(y) -+ T(w), and let f: B,,(P,+,) -+ B,(r.,+,)_/‘: T(y(r,+,)) -+ T(o(L.~+,)) be the 
corresponding maps, so that we also get a map of pairs h: (TC)), T(Y(L.~+,))) -+ 
(T(w), T(w(LJ~+~))), or I;: T(y)/T(;I(c,+,) + T(w)/If(w(~,+,)). We note that we are in the 
stable range of homotopy so that 
= .(WJ)? T((rl,+ 1 >I) 
a 
- 71 .V~~~m-(d~~,+ 1 )I). 
Now we have commutative diagrams. 
K(Z2,Y) - * 
I I 
Bo<uq+,) - Bo 
I ! 
BdUq+,) - BH 
and 
c” K(Z, , cl)+ - Sk 
I ! 
W(u,+,>> - T(y) 
! I 
WO,+J) - T(w) 
which induces maps: 
j: Ck+‘K(Z2, q) - T(y)lTMl~,+ 1)) 
j’: Ckf’K(Z~, q) - T(w)lT(Quq+ I >) 
with j’ = r;i. 
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Recall that we showed in [4, (5.4)] that: 
LEMMA 3.1. p =j*(C). where [ E xzq+, +&“‘I K(Z, , q)) E Z, is a generator dejined by 
the Hopf construction on the multiplication 
KV, > 4) x Jv, 7 4) - 4G 9 41, 
detected by the functional operation associated to Sqq+‘. 
Our purpose in 93 will be to show: 
PROPOSITION 3.2.j,'(i) # 0 in n2q+k+1(T(~)/T(~(vq+I))). 
COROLLARY 3.3. &J/U # 0 in TC*~+~,~(T(W)/T(O(L’~+,))). 
For fi,(P> = &i,(i) =-L’(i) # 0. 
First we recall the following result from [7]: 
THEOREM 3.4. T(o) is homotopy equivalent to T(Y) x L, where L is a product of Eiienberg- 
MacLane spaces K(Z, , ). 
Recall [4 (6. l)]. 
THEOREM 3.5. There is a map f: T(w)/T(w(o,+, )) 4 K(H,, q + 1) A T(w) lc,hich is an 
isomorphism on HkCi( ; Z2)for i I 2q + 1, and (ker f *)k+2q+2 z Z, generated by an element X. 
Now, stably we have homotopy equivalences 
KC72 ,q + 1) A T(w) z K(Z2 , q + 1) A G’-(y) x L) 
Z NW,, (I + 1) A T(Y)) v UW2, q + 1) A L) 
v(f@,,q+l)ATb’)AL) 
so that 
K(Z,, q + 1) A T(w) Z (K(Z,, q + 1) A T(Y)) x L’ 
where L’ is a product of K(Z,,)‘s in the stable range. 
Now from [4 (7.3)] we have: 
x = sqq+‘(t u U) +I u LJq+r u u + eT;<, (sqi r) ” (“j ” u, (3.4) 
i+j=q+l 
Hence X E H*(K(Z,, q + 1) A T(Y); Z,) c H*(K(Z,, q -I- 1) A T(w); Z,). Now X does not 
detect an element of rc,(K[Z,, q + 1) A T(y)), i.e. for any c( E x,(K(H,, q + 1) A T(y)), 
X(a) = 0. For if X(r) # 0 for some CZ, then attaching K(Z 2, 2q + 1 + k) using X as k-invariant 
would not introduce any new homotopy, but would simply kill CL Then T(y)/T(y(u,+,)) 
would be a product of K(H, , i)‘s in dimensions 2 2q + 1 + k and hence 
h: 71 2q+t+k(T(Y)/T(Y(~q+,))) -H2q+l+k(T~~)/T(Y(Uq+,)); z2) 
would be injective, contradicting Browder [4 (6.2)]. Hence X = c a,yi for ai E d2, 
dim ui > 0, yi E H*(K(Z,, q + 1) A T(y); 72,). Hence X cannot detect any element in 
MY~)lT(~(~,+ 1 ))) either, and the indeterminacy of the functional operation X, is zero 
for maps 5~ of spheres into T(o)/T(o(u,+,)). Butj”*X= SqqC’(Ck+’ I) forj”: c” K(Z2, q+ 1) 
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+ K(Zz, q + 1) A T(m), so that the functional operation associated to X detects 
j*‘C, j’: zk+‘K(Z2, q) + T(w)/T(w(~,+,)) so j*‘(i) # 0. Q.E.D. 
Now let (;I be the oriented theory of spherical fibre spaces corresponding to w, _7 the 
oriented linear theory, each with Whitney sums, and suppose there are natural maps -2 -+ b 
(compatible with Whitney sums) which classify -7 in the (larger) theory ~5. Then we have 
the element j,(i) = i?~z~~+i+~ (T(_))/T(XV,,,))) for j: ~x-+1K(.Z2 ,q) --* T($/T(%z*,.,)) and 
the map I;: (T(y’)/T($r(r,+,))) + (T(c~)/T(G(~,+,))) as above. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. h,(B) # 0 in ~l~~+~+~(7(~)/T(~(~~~+,)). 
Proof. If r: 7 -+ 7, s: 6 -+ o are the natural maps, then clearly r,(j) = /?, while SL = F;r, 
and s, h,@) = &.,, r,(p) = h,(p) # 0 by (3.3), so that fi,@) # 0. 
$4. NON-TRASSVJZRSALITY 
THEOREM 4.1. Let o be the classtyyingfibre space for sphericnlfibrations. For the elements 
fi*(P,) E XZqfLfl (T(w)/T(w(u,+,))) (described in 93), Zh,(p,) = 0 in n2,+k(T(o(uq+,))), 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (3 be the classifying fibre space for oriented sphericaljbmtions. For 
the elements &(fl,) E n2q+t+ l(T(b)/T(&,(r,+, >)). Z&@,) = 0 in JT~~+~(T(cZ(Z~~+ L))) for 
q odd. 
COROLLARY 4.3. For each q, there is an element 6, E TC~~+~+~(T(W)) which is not Z,- 
transversal. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For each odd q, there is an element 8, E n,,,,+,(T(d)) wAich is not 
Z,-transcersal. 
For each q, since ~?b,(/?,> = 0 by (4.1), it follows that &.(p,) = /~,(a,) for some 
6, E 7c zq+l +0(o)), k: T(w) --t T(w)/T(M~,+,)). Since &(a,) = U&J # 0 by (3.3), it 
follows by exactness that 6, # image Tc*, 5: T(w(u,+,)) --f T(o). Hence (1.4) implies that 
6, is not Hz-transversal, which proves (4.3). 
The proof of (4.4) is similar using (4.2) and (3.7). 
It remains to prove (4.1) and (4.2). 
Recall the notation of $2, where if y is a spherical fibre space over B, y(q) is the fibre 
space pulled back over B(q) where B(q) --f B is fibre space obtained by killing z’,,+,, z’~+~, . . . 
by a map into nisO K(Z,, q + i). Then (Sq x Sq, q) pulls back to an orientation in T(q) 
(unique up to ordinary orientation), for 7 = classifying space of oriented linear bundles. Let 
CL~ be the element corresponding to rdqr aq E nzq+~.,(T~~)/T((q)~)), so that &.(u,) = J,, 
where 3: TWWq)) -+ W)IW(~,, 1 )). (We will use p for any (3.) Let I;‘: T(f)/T(*j(q)) + 
T(G)/T(&(q)) be the natural map so that pi;’ = I;,?. 
LEMMA 4.5. For q = 1, ah,‘(a,) = 0 in n,+,(T(ci~( 1))). 
Prooj: We recall that for 4 = 1, (S’ x S’, 4) actually comes from a framing of S’ x S’, 
so that dr, = i*(q’), where q2 generates rr2+,JSk), i: Sk -+ T(-j( 1)) comes from the inclusion 
of the fibre Rk. Now J: n,(B,) e ---+ ni+k_,(Sk) for k > i, G = G(k), SO n,(B,) g i2,, where 
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J is the Whitehead J homomorphism defined by rri(BG) 2 ~i_1(G) h 
h being the Hopf construction. 
ni+lc-lCSk)9 
Let < generate x~(B,) and let < also denote the (k - I)-spherical fibre space over S3 
corresponding to <. Then < is classified by a fibre space map 6: 5 -+ 6. 
LEMMA 4.6. c,(r) = 0 all i. 
It follows from the Wu formulas [16] that )t’2, form a set of generators for the 
&,-algebra generated by the Stiefel-Whitney classes, where d1 = the Steenrod algebra over 
X2. Since < is a fibre space over S3, LL.~,({) = 0, allj, and hence for any polynomial m in the 
Stiefel-Whitney classes, v(i) = 0. But L’i is a polynomial in the Stiefel-Whitney classes so 
(4.6) follows. 
From (4.6) it follows that b lifts to 6’: < -+ c?j( 1). Then b’ induces T: T(t) + T(G( 1)). 
LEMMA 4.7. T(t) z Sk U,,+T”+~. 
This follows from the standard fact that T(t) = Sk u,(c) e3+li (see for example 
[ 1 (4.4.3)]). 
Now we have a commutative diagran,. 
Sk 
i ’ 
A 
T 
z-($1 6 - qca < I :> ) 
since i, i’ both come from inclusions of Rk fibres. Now i,‘(q2) = 0 by (4.7), hence i.+.(q’) = 
b* i*‘($) = 0. Hence, if /: TcT( I)) -+ T(cXl), i,(q2) =r’, i*(q*) = f, ;(a,) = &‘(a,) = 0 
which proves (4.5). 
Now we may derive the general case of (4.1) and (4.2) from (4.5). For by (2.6): 
(9 x S4, q> x P2m - (.s,+m x sq+m, q) (4.8) 
in unoriented smooth Wu (q + m + 1) cobordism, and 
(Sq x S’, ?) x @P*m - (Sq+*m x .sq+zm, 4) 
in oriented smooth Wu(q + 2m + 1) cobordism, since x(P*“) E x(@P*“) E 1 mod 2. 
Now by (4.5), &,‘(a,) = f,‘(&,) = 0 in n 2+k(%Xl))), where!‘: T(Xl)) --+ T(G<l)). 
Let A, E 7r2m+l (U?(nr>)), (i:, E x 2m+l(T(jX2m))) be the elements corresponding to some 
B(m) (B(2m)) orientation of Pzm(@Pzm). Then (S’ x S’, q) x Plrn corresponds to 
,ii*‘(i;sc, A i.,) E rt2+2,+k+r(T(y(l + ml)) and (Sr x S’, q) x @P2” corresponds to 
ji,‘(&~r A A,,) E: n2+4,+k+l(T(X(1 + 2m)) (where J’: ‘Q(l)) A T(y(m)) + T(^u’(l + m)) 
or 6’: T(‘i( 1)) A Tc$m)) + T(y’( 1 + 2m), are the pairings defined in $2). Then 
and 
E+ K+‘(% A An) = ij*(% +,“) = a/?,+, 
by (4.8). 
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Then 
’ Zb*cB,) =f*@P,) =f,(P* ii, ( 6x, A i,-1)) = p,,ii*‘(f*‘(Ssc,) Af,‘(&J). 
But {*‘(&x1) = di,‘(r,) = 0 by (4.5) so ah,@,) = 0. The proof for S&.(fl,) = 0, q odd, is 
similar using 2, instead of I.,,,, etc. 
$5. POWCARl? TRANSVERSALITY 
A Poincart embedding of a connected m-dimensional Poincare space X in an (m + k)- 
dimensional Poincare space 2 consists of 
(1) a (k - I)-spherical fibre space r over X, with projection n: E,(5) --*X; 
(2) a Poincart pair (Y, E,,(c)) with inclusion f: E,(i) --* Y; and 
(3) a homotopy equivalence h: Z -*Xv Y, where X u Y=X WE,(<) x [0, I] u Y 
with n(e) - (e, 0), and f(e) - (e, I), (the double mapping cylinder of IC,$) 
Let q be a (k - I)-spherical fibre space over a space B, and let Z be an (m + k)- 
dimensional Poincare duality space. A map off: Z -+ T(q) is said to be PoincarP transt.ersal 
if there is a Poincare embedding of another Poincare space X into Z with normal fibre space 
<, and a fibre space map b: 5 + q such that f is the composite 
col z- T(5) 6 - T(v) 
where co1 is the natural collapse: 
Z - Z/Y = x uz c&J(<) = T(5). 
Let us consider triples (X,L b) where X is a Poincart space of dimension m, f: X -+ U, 
and b: 5 --+ 9 covers f, where 5 is the normal fibration of a Poincart embedding of X in Z. 
Define bordism of such triples in the obvious way. Call the resulting set of bordism classes 
T(Z, T(q)). We have a natural map c: T(Z, T(q)) --t [Z, T(q)] as above. A good transver- 
saiity theorem (such as the Thorn theorem when 7 is linear, Z is smooth and b is linear) 
proves that c is a bijection of sets. 
A theory has been developed by Levitt [l I], Jones [9] and Quinn [12], which defines 
obstructions for a map Z -+ T(q) being homotopic to a PoincarC transversal one. These 
theories apply in case all Poincare spaces and pairs are PoincarP complexes or pairs in the 
stronger sense that they are finite complexes, and PoincarC duality holds with all local 
coefficient systems. We may then define Poincare embedding and transversality using this 
form of Poincart duality for each object in the definition. For the remainder of this section 
we assume that all PoincarP complexes, transrersality, etc. is in this stronger sense. 
Then the Levitt [I I], Jones [9], Quinn [12] transversality theory yields: the sequence 
-+ L,(n,B, IV) --t z-(&s”+‘, T($)) + n,+k(T(~k)) -, L,-,(n,(B)> bu> + (5.1) 
is exact, where &(TI, bv) are the surgery obstruction groups of Wall [14],* IV: 7~ --f Z2 being 
* Actually the groups here are the L.” which emerge in the theory of surgery which deals with homotopy 
equivalences rather than simple homotopy equivalences as in [14]. For the groups T = 0 and Z2 used here, 
there is no difference. 
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the homomorphism which sends an element x in n,(B) non-trivially if 7 / S’ is non-trivial for 
S’ c B representing .Y. 
Let g: B -+ B’ be a map covered by b: v + 17’. The sequence (5.1) is natural, i.e. there is a 
commutative diagram 
L&B, W) - T(Sm+k, T(q)) - %+ktT(~)) - L-,(n,B, II’) 
I 
L(9). 
I 
T(9) 
I 
TCb.) 
I 
u9.j 
L,(nlB’, w’) - T(Sm+k, T(q’)) - ‘L+k(T(V’)) - L,_ l(n,B’, IV’) 
(5.2) 
where g*: n,B -+ n,B’, w = bv’g, . T(g) is the natural map induced by g and b. 
Now we recall (see Browder [3]): 
m odd 
m=4k (5.3) 
m =4k + 2. 
From Wall [I4 (13A.l)] we have 
L”,(Jf, ,~ 4 = 0 
M odd 
* 
2 tn even 
(5.4) 
where n: Z, -+ Z2 is the identity, i.e. the non-trivial element reverses orientation. Hence 
from (5.4), we have for the universal spherical fibration o over BCckj, where n,BGck, = H,, 
o- T(S 
2q+k+l 
, T(o)) c ~2q+k+lv-(~N ---L z2 ---L 
(5.5) 
T(S2q+k, T(w)) c ‘$+k(T(~)) - 0 
is exact. 
For the oriented universal spherical fibration rZ, over BSGtkj, n,B,,(,, = 1 and we get 
0 - Z - T(S4¶+‘, T(6)) - n,,+,(T(~)) - 0 
0 - T(S44+3+k, T(G)) 2 n,,+,+,(T(cZ)) 2 Z, -f+ (5.6) 
T(S4q+2Sk, T(b)) f, %Q+2+k(T($)) - 0. 
By (1.4), image c c image n2,+l+k(T(~(~q+l))) c n2,+l,k(T(o)). Hence we get a map 
a and a commutative diagram 
k. 
\ / 
I 
By (4.1), k, + 0, so we get that: 
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THEOREM 5.8. G + 0, and O(X) = 0 if and only if k,(x) = 0 for x E xzq+l +k(T(~)). 
Similarly in the oriented case we get: 
THEOREM 5.9. ~:n~,+~+,(~(6))-+H, is non zero. and G(.Y) = 0 if and only ifk,(x) = 0 
rc,here 
Then we get the result of Browder and Brumfiel [6]: 
COROLLARY 5.10. The Kercaire manifold I??~” is an oriented PoincarG boundary. 
For i: L,q+2(1) + T(SJqf’+‘, T(G)) sends the generator into the cobordism class of 
the Kervaire manifold, but this is then zero by (5.9) and the exactness of (5.6). 
COROLLARY 5.11. The set of Poincart transversal elements of x2q+l +,(T(w)) (resp. 
n,,+3+AT($)) equa[s image ~2q+14k(T(M~q+ ,>>) (resp. image ~Sq+,+k(T(~l(v*q+2))). 
Since in other dimensions the whole group consists of Poincare transversal elements, 
this completes the characterization of the Poincarl transversal elements in these groups. 
Using the naturality (5.2) we can easily deduce: 
COROLLARY 5.12. Let 5” be an oriented (k - I)-sphericaljibre space over B IcYth n, B = 1. 
If x E r~~,~(T(t;)), and y i $ 3 (mod 4) then x is transversal, w~hile ly i = 4q + 3, x is trans- 
rersal ifand only ifX, = 0 inhere X, is thef~rnctional 1st order cohomology operation associated 
to X (described in $3). 
We apply (5.2) with 17 = < and q’ = 6. It follows that x is transversal if and only if 
k,T(b),(x) = 0 in n,(T(G)/T(&(02q+2 ))). But the non-zero element of k, njqf3 +k(T(G)) is 
~*(P,,+, ) by (4.2) and (5.7), while &(jZq+,) is detected by the functional operation X 
(see 93). Hence (5.12) follows. 
Similarly arguments using (4. I), (5.7) and (5.2) imply: 
COROLLARY 5.13. Let 5 be an unoriented spherical.fibration over B with n,B = Z, . If 
.\: E ni+k(T(t)), and if i is even then x is transversal. lt,hile if i = 2q f 1, x is transversal if 
and only if the functionaljrst order cohomology operation X, = 0. 
Note from (3.6) it follows that X is an operation defined on classes which are in the 
ideal over JZZ~ generated ~‘~+r. Hence it will be zero on any spherical fibre space with 
l’q + I = 0 so we deduce the general result: 
COROLLARY 5.14. Let x E n,,+,+,(T(5)), ?jk unoriented over B, n,B = Z2. Then x is 
transversal if and only if x E image zzq+l +k(T([(vq+l))). 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
In one direction we note that X, = 0 in that case, and in the other direction we use (1.4). 
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